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At High Canada Magazine
Publishing Group, we are
committed to providing our
readers with the most current,
relevant, and reliable
information available.
to help us maintain the editorial
excellence and integrity of our
publication, we have assembled
a qualiﬁed Council of dedicated
experts and innovators and
natural health and cannabis to
serve on HCM’s Editorial
Advisory Board:
With the help of these industry
authorities, HCM oﬀers fresh
timely and accurate information
about natural health and
wellness as it applies to
cannabis. The board members
lend their expertise to our
process of developing and
commissioning or editorial
lineup, and they're postpublication review of each issue
is an invaluable in maintaining
our more than six year
reputation as Canada's most
trusted cannabis health and
wellness resource.
Every eﬀort is made to ensure
that the majority of advertised
products will be available for
sale in Canada.
The information provided in
this magazine is for educational
and informational purposes
only. It should not be used as a
substitute for the advice of
qualiﬁed and licensed
practitioner or healthcare
provider.
The opinions expressed here
are not necessarily those of
High Canada Publishing Group,
it’s aﬃliates or parent company.
Diﬀerent views may appear in
future articles or publications.
Articles in HCM are copyrighted
and must not be reprinted
duplicated or transmitted
without permission.
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Driven by a balanced approach to ensurin
responsible cannabis choices and creatin
positive cannabis experiences for Canadia
HCM strives to inform and educate our read
HCM is not responsible for the actions, serv
or quality of the products and services repre
within or reported on.

All material presented is intended for a ma
19+ audience and is intended for entertainm
educational and informational purposes on

For more information on medicinal cannab
please speak to your family Doctor.

HCM is distributed to age veriﬁed, legal Can
cannabis shops and by mail out subscriptio

All rights reserved, HCM is printed and prod
proudly in Canada. For more information on
please email us at editor@highcanada.net o
us onlinewww.highcanada.net
at www.highcanada.net
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Editor’s Notes by Cy Williams
TIME TO SETS YOUR SIGHTS HIGHER!

HOW ARE YOU SPENDIN
L A Z Y, H A Z Y D A Y S O F S U

W

There are logs are on the ﬁre, the camper is all
packed up and in between rolling joints to
share with friends and family and the next set
of food items on the bbq - you need to take a
second to appreciate the sheer wonderfulness
of summer and all that involves. With this
delight in all things summer in mind we are
running a special "Summer of Averi" feature
this issue to celebrate the launch of my new
favourite beverage - the world's ﬁrst cannabis
infused prosecco, the Averi Uva. We are
running 5 feature cocktails this month made
with Uva, specially formulated by Averi’s head
mixologist.

Photo by ArchAngelStudios

hen the days get warm and the
night sky begins to take longer and
longer to truly se le in at the end
of the day - you know that summer has arrived.

The man behind Averi Infusions is Terry
that
Donnelly and he is also the ﬁne gentleman
whoenre period. Terry has been a keynot
and panelist at OCannabiz and Grow
made the ﬁrst cannabis infused wine withspeaker
Hill
well as numerous other conferences lik
Street back in 2018. He produced the as
best
Restaurants Canada and Grocery Innova ons.
selling alcohol free wine and the President's
Choice alcohol free wine when he ran the
company. He has since been formula ng
infused wine, beer, and cocktails since he
created Hill Street in 2016. Thats when he got
into this business a er a 30 year career in
adversing, working on beverages through

Next month marks the return of the Grow
Conference and Expo presented by ND Suppli
bringing its conference, tradeshow and award
Niagara, Ontario, September 12-14. This Onta
show features the Grow Up Psychedelic Summ
and Extracon Zone, will bring over one hundre
high-level industry speakers, exhibitors and
thousands of delegates together in Niagara.
Presented
www.youtube.com/highcanadamagazine

by ND Supplies, a leading packa
and manufacturing supplier, the show will inc

www.highcanada.net
08
10
www.highcanada.net

interna onally renowned speakers,
innova ve workshops, expert
panels, interacve demonstra ons,
and social networking
opportunies for those who live,
work, and play in the cannabis
space. With over 100 world-class
speakers, our informave panels
will bring you up-to-speed with
what is happened in the cannabis
culva on and extracon industry,
na onally and abroad. Growup is
our favourite show dedicated to the
hoest topics, latest trends and the
future of cannabis.
This year's Grow Up Awards will
feature 40+ me cannabis cup
w i n n e r A r j a n Ro s ka m b e i n g
inducted in to the Grower Hall of
Fame and Grow Up will present a
life me achievement award to the
legendary Remo Colasan .
Nomina ons are open un l August
8th on a slew of grow-related
categories. We have been
nominated by a number of our
peers for Celebrity Brand of the
Year (That would be me - your
favourite Canadian Cannabis
Celebrity & High! Canada - your
favorite Canadian Cannabis brand.
We are also keen on the
nomina ons we have received so
far for the Culva on Magazine of
the Year category.

We do love giving our readers the
tools they need to become be er
growers and while we don't focus
exclusively on culva on, a big part
of what we do is culva on based.

Editor’s Notes by Cy Williams

This summer marks the 5th year anniversary of
the Annual Indigenous Cannabis Cup, organized
in no small part by our Ontario Editor and
Cannabis-Queen-Supreme Tammi Stanhope and
hosted on the grounds of Smoke Signals in the
Mohawk Tyendinaga Territories. This year is going
to be massive and if the Celebrity Judges, Judging
kits and entertainment booked for this year’s ICC
are any indicator - well this year is going to be
massive!

Make sure you hit ‘like’, turn on noﬁca ons an
hit ‘subscribe’ to be alerted me
every
we drop a
new video and we will be dropping new
interviews
all summer long! Stay tuned and S
editor@highcanada.net
Lied Canada!
Cy Williams
editor@highcanada.net
High! Canada on YouTube
A special invite to all our readers to check out our Digital Downloads available at
www.highcanada.net
oﬃcial High Canada Magazine YouTube Channel.

Interviews, Insight, Experience and Education

www.youtube.com/highcanadamagazine

AN IMPORTANT
IMPORTANT
AN
REMINDER...
REMINDER...
BE SMART
THIS SUMMER!
SUMMER!
THIS

www.hashmuseum.com

AGNETIX, INC.
ANNOUNCES
NEW CANADIAN
SUBSIDIARY TO
BETTER SERVE
THE MARKET
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HealthView Phar
believes in helping peo

Agnetix, a leader in Smart Horticulture
“HealthView
Pharms believe
Lighting, has added a Canadian
helping
people
live
their lives the
s u b s i d i a r y t o b e t t e r s e r ve t h e
burgeoning market interested in their best that they can, which was an
opportunity I just couldn’t pass
innovative, high-powered, liquidc o o l e d l u m i n a i r e s . O p e ra t iup.
o n Is believe very strongly tha
with
our people, vision and
commenced May 1, 2022 in southern
products, we can mak
Ontario.
diﬀerence in cannabis consumers
lives and at the same time, drive
shareholder value. I’m looking
forward to working with the team
Agnetix also announces the addition of and industry stakeholders to
Aaron Baillie, Sale Engineer, based in ensure we meet and exceed th
the Toronto area. Aaron will lend local needs of consumers safely and
consistently.”
and trans-Canadian service and
support for customers, including
– Paul
Bernier
CEO
HealthView
Pharms, Quality Greens,
and Helios, and for partners, like
Illuminedge. Outside of Canada, Aaron "HealthView Pharms will deliver
will lend support to US enterprise-level quality, safe cannabis therapeutic
customers in the Midwest and East options that will focus on the
ability to feel and live more
Coast.
comfortable. Our underlying
commitment to research of

A a ro n j o i n s f ro m B l a c k B e r r y
L i m i te d , t h e i c o n i c C a n a d i a n
software company specializing in
cybersecurity. Aaron began with
them in 2011 when the company wasquality drives us from seed to produc
known as Research In Motion, whichWe are committed to innovative
developed the BlackBerry brand ofre se a rc h , deve lo p m e n t o f b
interactive pagers, smartphones, p ra c t i c e s , e xc e l l e n t c o r p
governance, and a consumer centri
and tablets. At BlackBerry, his
culture; as we intend t
s p e c i a l t y w a s o p e r a t i o norganizational
s
beo ar kleader in the World cannabis
administration and netw
operations where he monitored and marketplace.
supported the myriad of services
they hosted 24/7/365. He managed With our experience and passion for a
things cannabis, we are committed to
beehive reaction processes and
incident bridges and was on a team producing some of the highest quality
of operators identifying root cause toof cannabis, with consistency and
minimize downtime. He developed accessibility in mind – from seed t
sale.
technical SOPs for large enterprise
clients like the US and Canadian
We believe that in life and health, we
governments and large
inancial
should all have the ability of choic
institutions, and trained and
mentored other engineers during hisThat’s why we are committed to
producing the best cannabis health
eleven years with the company.
products that we can deliver.
Agnetix is thrilled to play a larger and
Medically Focused
more engaged role in the Canadian
greenhouse, indoor and vertical
horticulture markets. The objectiveWith our 35,000 sq. ft. state-of-the-ar
continues to be assisting enterprise- cultivation and production facility,
level cultivation facilities to achieve will create up to 80 jobs located i
energy eficiency, low carbon density S i m c o e O n t a r i o C a n a d a .
and proitability.
s p e cically
i
designed it for the
cultivation of premium crops. With th
For additional information, visit
latest in industry technology and our
www.Agnetix.com or contact grow team experience, we can ensure
http://www.agnetix.com
info@agnetix.com.
the consistency of our high grade
l o w e r s e v e r y t i m e . Fo r
About
Agnetix:
Agnetix is an SEC-registered technology
informati on
vi si t
company on a steep growth trajectory focused on the
development of advanced smart horticultural lighting and w
w w. h e a l t h v i e w p h a r m s .
www.healthviewpharms.com

information technology solutions for commercial indoor
and greenhouse growers – both in fresh produce and
cannabis markets. The Agnetix Responsive Agriculture™
platform delivers meaningful plant and energy data
insights for quick, informed decisions to mitigate risks. The
Agnetix system includes highly eficient, water-cooled LED
lighting, environmental sensors, AI (Artiicial Intelligence)
imagers, data, and real-time monitoring solutions. Agnetix
helps serious controlled environment agriculture (CEA)
growers to signiicantly improve their crop yield, reduce
their operating cost, reduce their carbon footprint, and run
a more proitable business.
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The Only Vegan Orga
USDA Certiied Fertili
On theMarket.
GrowCleaner.

GrowBetter.

Our USDA certiﬁed Organic Fertilizer is patented and designed to
promote the growth and harvest from your vegetation, along with
protecting yourself from the harmful synthetic chemicals found in
traditional fertilizers. Our nutrients are optimized for use in fertigation
lines, and cause no clogging issues.

www.humblebeesbotanical.com
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Why
Humble
Bees?

"Humble
Bees
originated
small
tight
knit
comm
independent medical cannabis
cultivators
in northern
C
who were
constantly search
more simple
and
n
fertilizers
that
in turn
p ro d u ce
the
h i g h es
medicine
possible.

In 2018
this group of fr
Take
care
of what
togetherwith
the identiied
you grow, and what bringingto market an eco fr
you put into
yourorganic and all around safer
body.
m o re e ﬀ e c t i v e
p ro d
delivers top tier results, at a
Be a
leader in the end user
that
wont
fertilization
by using
bank.
the Humblebees
USDA and Health Focusing
on what
natur
Canada certiied
provide for itself
and utiliz
Organic
Vegan m o t h e r
natures won
Fertilizer.
abundance of raw
mate
alongside
our colleagues a
No chemicals or the world
have
been
w
synthetic
productsdiligently
over
the last th
needed.
testing our products
and a
a
number of globally recog
No clogging
in certiications and now
we a
fertigation lines. Just
tremendously
excited to s
clean organic
these products
wit
results.
community."
Brett

Johnston

-

Presi

Get the Training You Need to Succeed!
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Maratek
is a
Canadian-based,
award-winning
industry
leader in
and close-looping their operations. In 201
the cannabis, hemp
Maratek acquired Omega Re
& botanical oilTechnologies, allowing the company to
extraction, and signiicantly expand its product oﬀerings. As
that develops the latest technologi
solvent recycling company
with the legalization of cannabis in Canada i
industries.
2018 the team knew they could use thei

extensive capabilities with solvents to develo
W i t h o v e r 5 0 y e a r s cutting-edge
of
technologies for the cannabi
e x p e r i e n c e , M a r a t ehemp
k
space.
engineers and manufactures
equipment that can automate Now, the company is using that experience t
each stage in the cannabis and
take the cannabis world by storm. Marat
hemp extraction process.
strengths are centered in extraction process
Maratek was founded in 1967as it consistently seeks to limit solvent w
with the goal of providing and increase eficiencies. Maratek now oﬀ
cost-friendly, sustainable
end-to-end cannabis solutions for every stag
technologies to reduce the of the extraction & reinement process, wher
environmental impact of
they strive to continuously push the limits fo
traditional production and extraction processes.
manufacturing sectors.
Maratek has serviced various Maratek’sirst unique innovation engineered
i n d u s t r i e s s, u c h a s speciically for cannabis & hemp extractio
p h a r m a c e u t i c a l , f o the
o d Oil
& and Ethanol Recovery System (OE
b e v e r a g e , w a s t e w a with
t e r, a fully automated 4-in-1 process. The O
automotive & aerospace,
features 99+% ethanol recovery, optional
printing, packaging, and
automatic decarboxylation phase, high
coatings, where optimizationpressure clean in place, data logging, re
o f c o s t s a n d r e d u c icontrol
ng
and is manufactured to the highe
environmental impact are key.safety level, with C1D1/ATEX certiication. Th
Maratek helps manufacturerssystem replaces the need for a falling
ilm
s t ay c o m p e t i t ive i n evaporator,
the
rotovap, decarb reactor, and
marketplace by cutting costsethanol reprooing with a single system.
and saving money, with a focus
on automating, optimizing With a focus on engineering and innovat
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Maratek is always looking for waysMaratek’s
to
line of cannabis process
partner with technology providers and
equipment. This water extraction
manufacturers as it continues to innovate
bubble hash system works by gent
solutions for cannabis & hemp extraction.
separating trichomes from biomass
A major development from earlier this
and iltering by size to provide a range
spring is the revolutionary SOLVENTof quality water hash. Using gentl
FREE Vapor-Static Extraction Technology
external agitation and cold water
Maratek is developing in partnership
ensures that there is no damage to th
with Boulder Creek Technologies out
of
trichome
itself, leaving more terpene
Colorado. It is a turnkey solution for
and other volatile compounds presen
manufacturing distillation-ready extracts
to enhance and distinguish the end
by utilizing an all-in-one, continuousp ro d u c t fo r t h e c u s t o m e
process to convert biomass to oil. The
development of this system was done
process starts by acting similarly totogether
a
with the Canadian compa
giant digital vaporizer, heating biomass
to
HashCo,
as their previous ice wate
generate vapor which passes through hash
an
solutions were unable to mee
electrostatic precipitator — similar their
to
automation, scaling, and produc
current industrial emission pollutionquality needs.
control methods — to condense the
vaporized material into a distillationOﬀering end-to-end can
ready extract with low to no sugars,
solutions, Maratek has extensive
chlorophyll, and low wax content. Vaporcustom engineering experience,
Static Extraction oﬀers a sustainable and
ensuring that all clients’ needs are fu
safe SOLVENT-FREE way to extractmet. Maratek’s expertise allows clien
botanicals with low operating cost, processes to run seamlessly and if
allowing clients to scale safely and required, continuously. Maratek do
eficiently.
not believe in a “one technology/si
system its all” mentality. Rather than
T h e Tr i d e n t i s a n o t h e r npairing
ew aa
n speciic
d
oﬀ-the-shelf product
completely solventless addition to www.morganics.io
with a client, Maratek focuses on trul

around the world on the subject, with the m
understanding the goals and needs of their
recent
being on the CWBC panel on Eco
clients, tailoring their solutions accordingly.
It
Cannabis in New York City this p
is for this reason that Maratek prides itselfConscious
on
June. Kyle constantly pushes the boundaries
extremely high customer retention, repeat
orders, and the fact that used Maratektechnology and R&D to develop turnkey
to better help service clients a
equipment is almost never available onsolutions
the
ensure
resale market, with its customers staying
in success, with manufacturing of
equipment, integration engineering, full
business.
turnkey solutions, as well as facility
engineering being managed by Maratek.
Maratek strives for the highest safety and
quality standards for all their equipment,
Mr. Georges is an activist for sustainabi
using only North American stainless steel,
beginning with a 10-year career in the plast
parts, and labor, and ensuring all safety
industry where he focused on closing the loo
certi ications are adhered to and included
for aplastics, building recycling plants all
with their technologies. Maratek services
around
wide range of businesses in the cannabis
& North America and production
hemp space, having developed multiple facilities to make new products with the
technologies that focus on automation, recycled plastic, as well as bioplastics. Duri
optimization, and scaling, with a strength this
in time, Kyle sat on the boards and
committees of the APR (Association of Plast
engineered to order projects to adapt to their
Recyclers) and NAPCOR (North American
clients’ particular needs.
Trade Association for PET Container
Resources). He holds a degree from the
Maratek has partnered with companies such
University of Waterloo in Canada, where
as Redecan/HEXO, Amway, Leef Labs, Veolia,
studied Economics and Mech
Aphria/Tilray, CR Bard, Kazmira, Procan Labs
Engineering. Kyle’s vision stems from his
and Tigercat on their manufacturing
processes. Their focus on sustainable mentor Anthony’s saying, “Trash is Cash
always looking to reduce waste streams and
engineering solutions has cemented their
develop technologies and processes to tu
place as an industry leader, with successful
them into new products. Kyle sees the s
installations on all continents other than
opportunity for hemp to be a global gam
Antarctica. This year, Maratek is helping Red
starting with extraction, and fro
Mesa Science & Reining LLC in Utah, changer,
scale
there the various other products that can be
their ISO 9001 hemp extraction and isolate
made cost eﬀectively with the spent/was
production facility. Red Mesa is currently
biomass.
undergoing the installation of the irst VaporStatic 5000 lbs/day system for hemp, as well
“Being around since 1967, Maratek's
as various other Maratek technologies for the
engineering and manufacturing has focus
scaling and automation of their downstream
isolate and minor cannabinoid production.on 3 key pillars - automation, ef iciency
optimization, and scaling. We are excited to
Looking forward, the company seeks tocontinuing this focus as we continue our
as a global market leader in the
expand their oﬀerings by further listeninggrowth
to
cannabis
and hemp industries and helping o
the needs of the industry and illing gaps in
the
market with their state-of-the-art R&D clients maximize their margins.” - Kyle
projects. They are excited about the Georges, Vice President, Sales & Busines
Development, Maratek
accelerated growth of the cannabis and hemp
industries as legalization and regulation
Kyle
spreads further across Europe and the rest
of will be representing Maratek at the
upcoming ICBC Expo in Berlin in July. V
the world. Through continuing involvement
maratek.com to get in touch today.
Maratek will work to ensure that the market’s
development takes an environmentally, safety,
and cost-conscious approach to extraction.
Kyle Georges is Maratek’s Vice President, Sales
& Business Development. He is passionate
about sustainability and cost savings, having
previously spoken at many conferences

CANNABIS EVENTS
EVENTS
CANNABIS
By Debi Facey

F

or anyone curious about the If you have the conference tickets,
future direction of the cannabisplease be there by 8:30 am.
industry in the United States, the
place to be in 2022 will be the 3rd
This show will focus on increasing the
annual Cannabis
Drinks
Expo
hosted
overall
category by showcasing
by the Beverage Trade Network.
exhibitors who can help do that and b
creating networking opportunities
and focusing on multi-s
bottlenecks that are in place. It w
help retailers and distributors develo
their store own brands, it will ind ne
ways cannabis beverages can be
marketed and sold. It will help
retailers and distributors develop
their store own brands, it will ind ne
ways cannabis beverages can be
marketed and sold. It will
ind new
ways cannabis beverages can be
This event, taking place on 28th developed
July
to grow end consumer
2022 in San Francisco, will be the
market share. It will
ind new ways
biggest global gathering of cannabis
cannabis beverages can be developed
drinks professionals ever, bringingto grow end consumer market share.
t o g e t h e r d r i n k s p r o d u c This
e r sis
, where multistate operators wi
m a n u fa c t u re r s , b ra n d o wcome
n e rto
s , ind synergies and do busines
distilleries and brewers all in one place
with each other and help the category
for a spectacular one-day expo.

www.highcanada.net
28
www.highcanada.net

grow. This is where multistate
operators will comeind
to synergies
and do business with each other
help the category grow.

The award-winning journalist with
more than two decades experience
major
and
newsrooms across western
Canada, including Sun M
Postmedia, CBC and CTV, Dave has d
Next. Aa visit to a dispensary - extensive research and writing on
FivePoint Cannabis in Calgary’s Cannabis and the Cannabis industr
Bridgeland neighbourhood. We climb
learning from top researchers,
e d u c a to r s , l i c e n c e d p ro d
in the CannaVan and head west to the
mountains, where consumption is legal
retailers and even black market
as we explore the complete History of
dealers.
Cannabis. Learn how it transformed
from being a textile used by neolithic
By learning the science behind
people thousands of years ago into the
Cannabis, what’s really happening
recreational and underground markets
our bodies when we get stoned, the ro
we see around the world today. Read
terpenes play, why the eﬀect of an oil
one of the earliest books to mention
edible is so diﬀerent than smoking or
Cannabis, learn about the advent vaping,
of
and more.
Hashish, see the court record of one of
the irst Canadians convicted of
Learn how it transformed from being
possession and traf icking nearly atextile used by neolithic people
century ago, and more. Whether you’re
thousands of years ago into the
a seasoned stoner, getting back into recreational
it
and underground market
or trying Cannabis for irst
the time, we see around the world today. Re
elevate your understanding and one of the earliest books to mentio
appreciation of this beautiful plant like
Cannabis, learn about the advent o
never before.
Hashish, see the court record of one o
the irst Canadians convicted of
Dave is an enthusiastic storyteller who
possession and traf icking nearly a
is able to relate information in an open
century ago, and more. Whether you’r
a n d e a s y - t o - u n d e r s t a n da seasoned
w a y.
stoner, getting back into i
or trying Cannabis for irst
the time,
CANNANASKIS was created by Dave
Dormer to provide Cannabis-basedelevate your understanding and
experiences, informatio
appreciation
n and
of this beautiful plant lik
education in a safe and welcoming
never before.
environment.

Seaborn Organics Squid Based Plant Nutrient
(Aﬀectionately refered to as 'Squid Juice')
Our products are available for sale exclusively through
www.GreenFlowCanna.com
www.GreenFlowCanna.com
. and are available in
both 1Litre and 4Litre sizes.

RANKED TOP
ORGANIC NUTRIENT
BY HIGH! CANADA
MAGAZINE
IN 2021

From Sea to Soil Squid Juice is made from Squid by product ﬁshed for Calamari Consumption.
Creating a sustainable 100% organic plant nutrient.
Promotes crop and soil health, give your plants what they need to thrive.
Proven and Guaranteed Amazing Results!

GreenFlow Canna Corp
PO Box # 29030
St. Catharines, ON. L2R 1R5
1-905-327-5929 1(888) 552-3651
info@greenﬂowcanna.com

Larger and Commercial orders available upon request.
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GHOST DROPS LAUNCHES LEGACY PLAYERS INTO LEGAL MARKET,

ESTABLISHES ELITE CANNABIS BRAND PLATFORM

Ghost Drops has announced “The League” –consumers
a
want to support legacy brands,
new brand platform created to propel the best
says Ghost Drops CEO Gene Bernaudo. “W
brands from the legacy realm into the legal
expect to convert an even larger number
market.
illicit market consumers to the regulated side
as we expand our portfolio to include brands,
Legends.
Icons.
Innovators. This
is
The
their genetics
and product formats that
League.
consumers already know and trust. To house
these brands, we have established The Leagu
Designed to elevate more trailblazing cannabis
To get to The League you have to be the best
names from the shadows into the spotlight, the
The game, and we are on a mission to br
League is another example of Ghost Drops’
legacy MVPs and their products to marke
commitment to the cannabis community. With
says Bernaudo.
the launch of The League, Ghost Drops
continues to execute its core business strategy:
The League will house a collective of
the mass conversion of legacy consumers
to
powerhouse
legacy brands under the Ghos
legal market consumers, while also delivering
Drops umbrella. Ghost Drops’
irst draft pick
on its promise of "No Ghost Left Behind." into The League is Hasho, from legacy person
Mike “Hasho" Imposimato, a Toronto-based
Former legacy brand Ghost Drops is forginghash
the maker renowned in the cannabis
path for legacy cannabis brands, growers,
community for curating high end products for
breeders, and visionaries to enter the legal
connoisseurs.
Consumers should expect the
market. Following its own recent successful
same caliber of high-quality products Ghos
transition from legacy to legal, the creationDrops
of
is already known for, only in a lashy ne
The League brand platform allows Ghost Drops
bag featuring genetics curated by Hasho
to develop other legacy brands and propel
himself. The
irst drop, Hasho’s GMO, will h
them to the forefront of the legal cannabis
the Ontario market in August before landing i
scene. Though the company continues toBritish Columbia and the rest of the coun
dominate the premium category, Ghost Drops
shortly after, and will be available in 3.5g bag
recognizes it’s going to take more than and
one 1g pre-roll joints. Stay tuned to Ghos
brand to build a foundation the categoryDrops
can website:
ghostdrops.com and social
www.ghostdrops.com
stand on.
channels for news and updates on new an
upcoming brands making it to The League.
“Since its inception, Ghost Drops has always
been a brand house – a team, a collective. Our
success to date has proven that legacy
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Advocacy, Action

and Inluence
Presentation on Economic Analysis of

Cannabis Excise Duties and Regulator
Grass on the Hill: Cannabis Leaders Costs with Ernst & Young
Summit & Industry Lobby Day took place
this spring at the Andaz Byward Market,Rami
in
El-Cheikh, Partner and Americas
Ottawa, ON
Cannabis Centre of Excellence Leader an
Fred O’Riordan, National Leader, Tax Po
This event is brought leaders from across
presented the results of an economic
Canada’s cannabis industry to Ottawaanalysis
to
of the cannabis value chain
address the challenges facing licensed
commissioned by C3, focused on the
producers and processors. In the lead up
to
overall
impact and impetus for revising t
the Statutory Review of the Cannabis Act,
Excise Tax on cannabis products.
Grass on the Hill is a two day event was
designed to inform, provoke and drive
Collaborative session followed with C3
changes in support of the inancial viability
George Smitherman and Pierre Killeen
of cannabis license holders.
presenting C3’s emerging “5 Big Asks” a
engaging conference participants in th
The irst day of the Leadership Conference
further development.
started with a presentation entitled Setting
the Stage and the attending leaders were
One of the highlights was on Diversity an
met with opening remarks from RickInclusion with the Hon. Ahmed Husse
Savone, Chair Cannabis Council of Canada,
Minister of Housing and Diversity and
Don Davies, MP (NDP) Cannabis Caucus
I n c l u s i o n . M i n i s te r H u s s e n
Chair, Nathaniel Erskine – Smith, MP (Lib)
Government of Canada Minister with
Cannabis Caucus Chair, Scott Reid, MP responsibility
(PC)
for the promotion of
C a n n a b i s C a u c u s C h a i r, Gdiversity
e o r g e and inclusion as a key social an
Smitherman, CEO Cannabis Council of
economic strategy. The session included
Canada
feature presentation of a Cannabis
Amnesty commercial (short version) an
T h e n w e l i s t e n e d t o E x c l uremarks
s i v e from Minister Hussen.
Presentation: Public Opinion on Cannabis
and C3’s Five Big Asks.
Presented here is Cannabis Council of
Canada’s Phase 1 Report on the Econom
David Coletto, Abacus Data. and his Analysis of Cannabis Excise Duties, Mark
exclusive presentation on Canadians’ Ups andRegulatory Fees - May 2022.
attitudes towards cannabis and C3’s “5 Big
Asks” for the Statutory Review of the
Enjoy!
Cannabis Act and immediate regulatory
reform. This was followed by an Exclusive
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TALKING
TALKING TO
TO TRIM
TRIM QUEEN
QUEEN

about
about the
the art
art of
of

the trim,

SUMMER
FUN,
accessories
accessories and
and more!
more!

developed a
long line of
ac
Sabrina is
one of our most
from
Rolling
Cones,
Papers,
amazing cannabis
wide array
of
novelty
correspondents and she isa also
support
our customer base.We
an expert
in all thingsto trimand
bring
that practical cu
she has a
special interest
in all
enjoying
cannabis. We don’t
things accessory
as well.
what we Tell
mayus
get into next th
possibilities
are endless!
Sabrina, what
got you into
the
cannabis
game?
Have
you encountered an
My
love for plants.
My love
for
challenges
or adversity
gardening.
industry as you built
yo
brand?
What
are the origins of the
TrimQueen Brand?
For Sure.
Any good compan
My love aﬀair
in
the garden
am
an
outdoor
meant
lots of
with my outdoor
cannabis not an
loved
to
do
Queen®.

when
Trim Queen® started
with cannabis
startedmyself
disclose
irst it
at
took abo
about
14
years
6
months ago.
untilI
I
grower
so
was which
a
real company. I
ca
trimming especially
nowhere with a
vast range
grow.
I and love
to
trim
created
a
social
m
exciting job
but Ilead to
Which
“instahate”
it
hence for the
name
Trim
Instagram).

Our accounts got deleted
3
but the type
I
started
to
und
I
became
very particular on
rules,
regulations
that
so
of
scissors, the weight,
the blade
so
channels
h ave
I
b
many
factors
indingin
the right
particular
on
my audience, m
one! Until I
developed my own.
This
used providing
etc...
No matter
wh
turned
into a
mission
of
says and
your social
media
is
top quality
growing supplies
tools especially with our home important outlet!
brand
Trim Queen®.
The next part of
Trim
journey
took
us
accessories
and lifestyle

Queen’s
n a t u r a l ly t o
items. www.highcanada.net
We
www.highcanada.net
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It
connects
#trimqueeninc
then
on
completely
In
the
have to
curiosity
clicking
I
have

people.
Our TikTok
hashtag
has over 1.7 Million
Views,
“ i n s t a h a te ”
the
algorithm
oﬀ.

Canna
Industry we are censored so
we
be
creative. Views
leadsto
curiosity,
leads
to
a
potential customer
my website
link in
my bio. Believe
me
been busy and forever
Thankful.

Howdid you get past these
Just have patience, breathe
joint.Then rebuild.

hurdles?

and smoke

a

Advice
for other
women coming into
the cannabisindustry or space?
Go
for it!
Be you! Don’t
let
down.
Straighten
your crown
take that leap. Think
outside
the

Plans

anyone
yourself
box.

put you
and

for the future?

International
Market. We have been
doing
soft roll outs to
the international markets
and the response has been
well received. I
didn’t
realize
how well received it
actually
was until
I
visited
certain
countries and
noticed
my stuﬀ everywhere.
It’s a
humbling
feeling
to
say the least.
We want to
continue
expanding our brand
and continuing
for
being
known
for high quality
products and
service.

Three
needs?

things

you think

everyone

A
solid
smile
the world
is
an
angry
SMILE
!
Access
to
proper
legal
weedTho
who know
can agree
Use empathy- put
yourself
in
someone’s
situation rather
than
judging
.
At
the end of
the day,
none of
us
perfect,
we are who we are and we can
always
be
better.
Stay High,

Stay Happy

Trim Queen®️
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Cones &
& Roses?
Roses?
Cones

One of
my favourite things
trying
KingisPalm
out something
new and having
the
luxury
to
do
so
makes
this job super
King Palm was established
ba
fun and exciting!
2016.
Being
directly
in
thesevery traditional
smoking
Rolling
up
a
joint can be
King
Palm
introduc
therapeutic.
But, trying
diﬀerent
handmade,
all-natural
le
paper
typescan be
impressive
and a
King Palm
has a
variety
novelty
item!
from 0.5 to
a
massive 5g
these
pre-rolled cones
co
natural
cornhusk
ilter. A
new
Palm Cones
addition
to
King
Palm
added
recentlylavour
is
thetips.
Using
palm leaves
as
awould
smoking
passwrap
on
lavour
the tips as
has been around
for centuries.
was Palm
kind of
harsh.
Hopeful
Blunts
are made
with Cordia
leaves
improve
as
it’s new to
th
(Cordia
leaves
have an
earthy
time will lavour,
certainly tell overall
which
smokes
like a
crossbetween
Palms
are amade
for roy
blunt
wrap and a
hemp
wrap.)
Just be
prepared for THICK
SMOKE
as
it's
thicker
than a
regular
rolling
paper. or
Rose Cones
blunts
ha
Palm blunts
are slow-burning
and
coming
up
morerecently tha
provide
the best alternative as to
a
novelty
piece.
It’
tobacco-based blunts.
Palm way Blunts
to
enjoylowers
two in
o
have been moreaccessible over time
Making
one is
hard As
F*
across
Canada. We have sampled
aif
apart
not done right.
variety
of
styles
and here
are our
behind
rosetop
cones
has be
picks!
blurry
it
was said to
be

Key Features:
•
•
•
•
•

Vibrant
Rose petal cones
Tobacco-free
Complements
loral notes
(su
as
linalool, geraniol, bisa
Spiral
ilter for smooth
Available in
1g
and 2g

It’s a
showpiece and it
any crowd!

Choice Leaf Rose Cones

o We ghave
a i n certainly
ed
i enjoyed
ts
sa
ago
a
all from
of
these
cones
bu
was
we are
companies
leading
the pa
a alternative
few diﬀerent
cone choices!
top choice!
Stay High,
Stay Happy
Trim Queen®️

When irst I received this irst
I
was
amazed
by
the quality
of
the package
itself.
Bright,
very clear verbiage and
I
liked
the
fact
the
pack
resealable!
Each Rose
cone
is
delicately made
with a
spiral
ilter which
enables
for
a
smoother draw and a
slower
burn!
The Rose
petals
are cleaned
with
distilled water
to
remove
impurities
and passed
through three
quality
assurance inspections
to
provide
their customers
with an
exquisite
cannabis experience.
That they
certainly did!
All
a

of
Choice
Leaf products come
freshness guarantee.

with

was

for all your accessories

and
als
few years
whatever it
We tried
this is
our

STAY GOLDEN!
GO ROSE!

the 60s
popularity a
viral video
here for it!
brands
but

sta

twww.trimqueen.co
rimqueen.co

www.highcanada.net
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for all your accessories

twww.trimqueen.co
rimqueen.co

for all your accessories

twww.trimqueen.co
rimqueen.co

www.miimhort.com

Canada
Puf
in is
authentically Canadia
as it gets.
PATRIOTIC

Inspired oddly enough by high end
alcohol brands and BC bud, Canad
ACCESSORIES
Pufin was created.

I was browsing the Internet for new
What makes them stand out from the
pipes when I stumbled across Canada
rest? Their products are multi-medium
Puf in’s website. I was immediately
and each piece is custom.
excited by what I saw. I have more than
enough pipes and bongs to choose
Every product is handitted and
from, but nothing that truly embodied
crafted with Canadian branded Maple
my love for my country.
sourced from Quebec. The neatest pa

Making all of this happen,
ie. the itting of the wood
and glass, took bringing in
pro designers and
countless hours of testing.

In order to create the
perfect smokable
masterpiece it took trial
and error, failure, more
trying … and inally, we are
presented with a truly
Canadian brand …. Did we
mention, each section
comes apart for easy
cleaning, too!
about their products has got to be that no single
Currently, Canada Pufin is
one is the same. When using wood and glass, it’s
in over two hundred
nearly impossible to replicate each and every
storesaacross Canada and
piece. So, you can be sure when you purchase
are currently working on
Canada Pufin piece, it will be solely owned by you.
expanding to Europe in
That’s a perk main stream companies aren’t always
the
near future.
able to oﬀer.
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www.instagram.com/mmrc.clinic

www.mmrc.clinic.care
www.MMRC.CLINIC.CARE

info@mmrc.care

WHY NITROGEN IS CANNABIS’ NEWEST PHENOMENON

N

itrogen is quickly becoming the
how cannabis producers can bette
cannabis industry’s newest keep their cannabis fresh and safe, fo
phenomenon - but this naturalexample:
gas is no stranger to the food and
beverage industry.
isn’t safe to be in
Myth Nitrogen
#1:
my product’s packaging, to breathe i
When added to a beverage, nitrogen
and is not environmentally friendly
enhances the lavor, aroma, and
increases its perceived sweetness and
Nitrogen
will freeze my
Myth
#2:
when added to food, it displaces oxygen
cannabis product, and reduce or alte
and thus, preserves freshness, protects
its potency
the nutrients, and prevents aerobic
microbial growth.
Myth When
#3: packaging is sealed
N2 is one of the few companies in thew i t h n i t r o g e n i t c r e a t e
environment for mold growth
cannabis space who has igured out the

food and beverage industry’s
Thom Brodeur has served in executiv
trademark secret: oxygen is the biggest
leadership
roles in companies
enemy when it comes to packaging
including CEO of Yandy.com, CMO
cannabis.
GoDaddy, Executive Vice-President
at Marketwire
W h e n o x y g e n e n t e r s c a nGlobal
n a b iDevelopment
s
President
and
Chief
Operating
Oficer
packaging, the
lower is now at risk of
at EmpowHER, and Chief Operatin
weight degradation, loss of freshness
and susceptible to developing mold. Oficer at Digital Air Strike. Brode
became the CEO of N2 Packaging
Systems where he is CEO, to scale-up
N2 developed a proprietary nitrogen
strategies for N2 — and he did ju
infusion technology process to combat
this all-too-common problem that that.

ultimately pushes any oxygen out of the
To learn more about how nitrogen
packaging - achieving fresher, more
aromatic, and mold-free cannabis. infusion technology is keeping
cannabis safer and helping operato
save precious dollars in the proce
Cannabis packaging expert and N2 CEO,
Thom Brodeur, has been able to visit www. n2pack.com, or follow the
debunk the most common myths o n I n s t a g r a m o r L i n k e d
@n2packagingsystems
around nitrogen infusion and explain

www.instagram.com/promix_cannabis

www.pthorticulture.com/en/connect

ILLUSTR
G AU TI TD
EOD
E
R O L LBI E
N TGTJ O
ER
INT
BY XANDER LANDRY

BASIC JO
This open-ended
type of joint is the
simplest type of
joint and is
considered the
bedrock for all
other types of
joints.
To roll a basic joint
you will need:
rolling papers,
ﬁlters, a grinder
and an appropriate
amount of
cannabis.

www.highcanada.net
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ILLUSTR
G AU TI TD
EOD
E
R O L LBI E
N TGTJ O
ER
INT
BY XANDER LANDRY

BASIC JOINT
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ILLUSTR
G AU TI TD
EOD
E
R O L LBI E
N TGTJ O
ER
INT
BY XANDER LANDRY

TRIPLE W
(3-Paper) is a
large joint made
by combining 3
rolling papers to
form one large
rolling paper. Due
to it’s large size
this is a good joint
to share with
friends

INSIDE
Also known as
the Reverse Joint
- this is a joint
with the glue strip
of the paper
facing outwards
instead of inwards
and burning oﬀ
the excess rolling
paper,

www.miimhort.com

ILLUSTR
G AU TI TD
EOD
E
R O L LBI E
N TGTJ O
ER
INT
BY XANDER LANDRY

HOME ONE

A one-hitter is a small joint
that only lasts a few puﬀs’
Two times the ﬁlter!

www.highcanada.net
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ILLUSTR
G AU TI TD
EOD
E
R O L LBI E
N TGTJ O
ER
INT
BY XANDER LANDRY

PLUMBER’S
This is an open-ended
joint with a hole through
the centre of it lengthwise
for increased airﬂow.
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ILLUSTR
G AU TI TD
EOD
E
R O L LBI E
N TGTJ O
ER
INT

BY XANDER LANDRY
PLUMBER’S
This type of joint is
achieved by rolling a joint
with a poker or toothpick
in the centre and then
removing it before
smoking.

www.humboldtseedcompany.com

HOMEGROWN:
AN OUTPOST OF
COMMON SENSE
BY @TFPRUDENTHEWRITER

H

ello
again,
n e i g h b o r, a n d
welcome.

for yourself.
Could it be those on the right are wrong-headed in their
denial of the beneits of cannabis? I say perhaps.

Canada Day is behind us as I write to you this month.
Might those on the left be guilty of denying genuine issu
Another summer unfolds here, with the usual glory, an
surrounding legal cannabis? Again, I must reply wit
hour west of Alberta's capital.
perhaps.

Just now, I prepare for yet another indoor harvest. As, to
Because no matter on which side you stand, the answer
your man at Pajama Flats, the calendar year is best
either question is nuanced, and not suited to an either/o
described as a perpetual grow.
reply.

For our neighbors to the south, meanwhile, the partisan
So, might ignorance drive fear on the right of the beneit
march to legal cannabis drags along at a snail’s pace.
medical science has now proved to live in a simple plant
Because, despite its now being legal in over thirty states in
Once again, my answer must be the same, perhaps.
their union, either using or growing the stuﬀ remains a
federal crime.
And could dogma on the left be hiding real problems wit
legal cannabis from them? I will reply with another hear
Likewise, medical research languishes, patients suﬀer, and
perhaps.
the wrongly convicted rot in prisons ran for proit, while
the people’s duly elected government plays politics.
Did I lately mention how, in life, there are no absolutes?

Right here, and now, I’m going to suggest we must accept,
Well,
there you
go.
as the facts of history declare, that countless lives have
and
are being ruined by the legal status of cannabis.
From here, our problems with legal cannabis look a lot l
other issues facing our world right now.
Everywhere.

We, either alone or in groups, seem to have decide
So much for the widely quoted ideals about government of
compromise is of little value. We also seem unaware tha
and by being for the people.
it’s the key to democracy.

Meanwhile, up here, it appears we’ve also gone a little oﬀ
While, at the same time, forgetting only democracy keep
track. At the least, we have with our approach to making
us free from the one-party rule that governs much of the
cannabis legal.
world.

And much like elsewhere, the growing divide between
Now, for many people believing themselves on the right
those on the right and their neighbors on the left now
the desire for a system of authoritarian rule in the west
threatens to leave our country immobilized by evil-twin
higher today than it’s ever been.
nightmares made of fear and ignorance.
Why

is

that

so?

Meanwhile, a dangerous number of those who claim to b
on the left want nothing less than a socialist governmen
replace our democracy.

Now, to make my point, I’m going to use
ightthe
for legal
cannabis as a metaphor for the many divides now
Though neither group seems willing to admit the terribl
threatening our democracy. As devices of this type go, it
consequences to our freedoms resulting from either
seems easy enough to imagine.
To see if I’ve pulled it oﬀ, you’ll have to read on, then decide
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And compromise needs
ea
us
to listen
and hear
engulfed the
in the other
side of an iss

choice. Despite the known dangers, each wants only to be
declared the victor in a pointless struggle now threatening
freedom at home and abroad.

And though the world remains, as usual,
lames of warfare driven by regimes from both sides,
neither seems to have a clue about what’s at stake in their
It takes respect for the other person’s value and regard
own homes.
their experience. It also means we must accept a l
uncertainty if we are to live together in peace.
Each side claims to know what’s best for the other. Sadly,
both make such calls without ever showing how it could
be
Because
democracy works by not letting any of us
so.
things our own way.

Thus, we’re left with the blind leading the blindfolded. And
Withbecause it works like that, none of us needs to be ri
the rest of us left to bleed at the side of a bombed out road.
about everything. Neither in what we think, nor about w
we believe. All we need to do is share the space, follow a
Neither right nor left seems to much care about what’ssimple
best rules, and keep the peace.
for the bunch. Because they’re too busy ignoring reality to
involve themselves in it.
Not one of us need prove we know anything more about
democratic experiment than anyone else. All we must do
We must help ourselves out of a mess created by show
the up once every few years and vote.
idealogues. Lucky for us, the way out seems plain enough. At
least, history appears to make it so.
Lucky for us, democracy is a ‘we’, not ‘me’, kind of thing
Compromise is the key to our future! Democracy not only
Because compromise takes great strength.ighting
While
lives on it but will soon die should we take it away.
takes only the weakness of an ignorant fool.

For some time, powerful corporate interests, working with
So, at times like this, our democracy encourages us to s
some of our elected leaders, have eroded the value
theofload, to ind the strength to work together, and to re
compromise.
the herd to igure things out.

They have done so by seeding online discord within
our meanwhile, teaches us not to trust those who c
History,
young people and feeding lies to their elders.
to know better. While democracy shows us that by work
together, we’re stronger. No matter on what side o
The word is now a pariah, with its value denied by those
on
present
day’s issues you stand.
either side of the ideologic table.
Until next time, smoke 'em if you got 'em, and hap
growing.

But
democracy
compromise to survive.

needs

©️
2022 @tfprudenthewriter for High Canada Magazine

NOMINATED FOR INNOVATION OF THE YEAR & GREEN DEED
AT THE 2022 O’CANNABIZ CANNABIS INDUSTRY AWARD

cy@bizreps.ca
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Ed Rosenthal has been teaching
people how to grow marijuana for
decades. Let him help you cultivate
bountiful buds, and lots of them.
setups. Still deciding what to grow
This guide will help you choose among
Ed Rosenthal’s
Cannabis Grower’s
Handbook is the deinitive guide forthe many options from innovative
breeders, which now inc
all cultivators—from irst-time
home growers to experienced large-autolowering plants and CBD and CBG
of hemp. With over 600 page
s c a l e c o m m e r c i a l c a n n varieties
abis
of
full-color
photos, this grower’s guid
operators. The Grower’s Handbook
breaks down the fundamentals ofpresents the latest science, tools, a
methods
to enable you to grow a
marijuana cultivation a
nd
na
n la b i s g a r d e n o f a n y
d e m o n s t ra te s t h e i r p ra cct ai c
anywhere—indoors or out.
applications in gardens of any size.
Learn new techniques to maximize
yield and ef iciency and to grow Ed Rosenthal’s books are known fo
bigger, more potent resinous buds! their easy-to-understand and trendsetting content and have educated
Cannabis Grower’s Handbook millions of growers—hobbyists and
cultivators alike consider
c o v e r s t h e n e w e s t l i g h professional
ting
Ed’s books their go-to guides. This ful
technologies such as LED and
a d j u s t a b l e s p e c t r u m b uu lpbdsa; t e d e d i t i o n o f Es d ’
groundbreaking Marijuana Grower
permaculture and regenerative
Handbook comes at a time when mor
farming techniques; advanced
drying and curing methods and people than ever before can legally
s t r a t e g i e s ; c o m p r e h e n sgrow
i v e cannabis and want to know how
integrated pest management; and to maximize their yields. Once again, E
over a dozen specialized garden shows you how, this time drawing

Are you interested in exploring the
world of marijuana beyond the bud? I
Beyond
Buds,
Next
G
‘Guru of Ganja’ Ed Rosenthal, author
the much-loved Marijuana Grower’s
Handbook & Greg Zeman, Assistan
Editor at Cannabis Now will walk you
step-by-step through the most cutting
edge methods of cannab
consumption.

If you want to stay up to date with the
latest innovation and developments in
the cannabis industry, this book is for
you. Beyond
Buds,
Next Ge
is designed to help you:
- Discover the beneits of CBD and other
healing cannabinoids.

the contributions and research of the- Understand what Co2 extracts are a
pioneers and leaders in the legal how to make them.
cannabis industry, as well as from
professors at leading horticultural - Learn the inside scoop on rosin and res
schools at the University of California
at Davis, Cornell University, the - S t a y u p t o d a t e o n t h e l
developments in dabbing gear and cultur
University of Connecticut , and
Oaksterdam University.
- Decide which vape is right for you.

Two new co-authors have contributed
- Reveal the latest trends in spa products
their expertise to Cannabis Grower’s
and cannabis services.
Handbook - Dr. Robert Flannery holds
a Ph.D. in plant biology and is the
- Teach you the cutting-edge techniqu
founder of Dr. Robb Farms, a licensed
being used inCO2 and BHO concentrates
cannabis producer in California.
A n g e l a B a c c a i s a n e d i -toUse
r simple
a n d tools and techniques to easi
journalist who has specialized in turn your extra trim into hash, salves and
lubes.
cannabis content for over ten years
and edited the 2010 edition of the
Marijuana Grower’s Handbook. The
Dr. burgeoning concentrate industr
Robb and Angela Bacca join Ed is evolving with unprecedented speed
Rosenthal to bring the must-have and relentless innovation.
Cannabis Grower's Handbook to a
Beyond
Buds,
Next
G
rapidly "growing" audience.
your authoritative guide to the late
Ed has a number of great books developments.
out
there. Another is
Beyond
Buds -Next
Get and
these
books
on
Am
Generation:
Marijuana Extracts
Cannabis Infusions is
here!
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www.emeraldharvest.ca
emeraldharvest.ca

If you are a decision maker
for a LP in Canada you need
to pay attention here!
As a Canadian Licenced
Producer of Cannabis in
Canada you know that you
have a huge carbon footprint
and you know
that sustainability is more
important now than ever
and change is coming fast.
The companies that do not
adapt will be left behind.
Join the electric revolution and
conﬁdently install top-quality
EV Charging Stations
in your parking areas,
endeavour to ﬁnd new ways to
incorporate more eﬃcient
lighting such as LED and solar
into your buildings.
Be part of the solution.
Take lead
.
Take charge of your
sustainability!

www.miimhort.com

